International Relations Office of the UAM
Rectorate building, 2nd Mezzanine
Einsien, 1
Tel: +34 91 497 48 89
Fax: +34 91 497 85 67
unam@uam.es

International Relations Office of the Faculty of Law
Juridical, Political and Economical Sciences
Building, Basement
Maria Curie, 1
Tel: +34 91 497 82 31
Fax: +34 91 497 82 67
of.derecho@uam.es

How to get there:
From Downtown Madrid:
Bus: Route 714 (buses leave from Plaza de Castilla)
Train: Suburban Train Lines C4a and C4b (station «Cantoblanco Universidad »)
From Barajas Airport:
Terminals 2/3: Nuevos Ministerios metro station and Suburban Train Terminal 4/Bus 828

1. Rectorate
2. Faculty of Humanities
3. Faculty of Education and Teacher Training
4. Faculty of Economics and Business Administration
5. Faculty of Sciences
6. Higher Polytechnic School
7. Faculty of Psychology
8. Faculty of Sciences
9. Faculty of Law
10. A Building: Language Centre; Music Centre
11. D Building: Graduate Studies Centre; Audiovisual and Multimedia resources unit
12. B Building: Occupational Safety, Student services, Centre of Job Orientation (COIE), Scholarships, Exhibition room, Pharmacy, Restaurants, Chapel
13. Library of Humanities
14. C Building: Centre for Entrepreneur Initiative, General Foundation, Scientific Park, New Enterprise Centre
15. Polideportivo
16. Sports facilities
17. Swimming pools
18. Nursery school Barbel Inhelder
19. Halls of residence
20. Library of Sciences
21. Suburban train Station
22. Juridical, Political and Economical Sciences
23. Primary School Príncipe de Asturias
24. Bus stops

Access to UNAM
Hospital de Cantoblanco
Access to Campus
Founded in 1965, the Autonomous University of Madrid (UAM) is a public university with approximately 30,000 students. The main campus in Cantoblanco, located 15 kilometers from the center of Madrid, has excellent public transport connections with the city. The Cantoblanco campus houses seven faculties (Sciences, Law, Humanities, Psychology, Economics and Business Administration, Education and Teacher Training, and the Higher Polytechnic School), seven research institutes and a number of centers associated to the Spanish National Research Council (CSIC). The Faculty of Medicine as well as the Schools of Nursing, Physiotherapy and Primary Teacher Training are located in different installations around Madrid. In 2005 the UAM was awarded the title Campus of International Excellence.

The Cantoblanco campus offers a wide range of services, including numerous libraries and documentation centers, recreation and shopping centers, restaurants, hotels, shops and sports facilities, with both an outdoor and an indoor pool, and a Language Center. Students, teaching staff, researchers and visitors alike have access to accommodation in the halls of residence located on campus.

Founded in 1972, the UAM’s Faculty of Law is located in the Cantoblanco campus in two modern buildings: one inaugurated in 1984, the other in 2004. The faculty has approximately 4,000 undergraduate and 200 graduate students. The teaching staff is made up of 230 lecturers and professors belonging to one of the faculty’s three departments: Private, Social and Economic Law, Public Law and Legal Philosophy, and Political Science and International Relations.

Studies on offer often figure among the best in Spain and the students in all programs have the opportunity to do internships in some of the most prestigious law firms and institutions, both public and private, with whom the Faculty collaborates. Among the teaching staff are members of the country’s highest judicial institutions and the Civil Service. Alumni of the Faculty of Law include HH the Prince of Asturias Felipe de Borbón.

The Faculty actively supports and encourages international mobility. Every year approximately 250 students take part in international mobility programs including both the Erasmus Program and other international study agreements with prestigious universities around the world. We also welcome students from Europe and other continents who wish to study at our Faculty for one semester or one academic year.

Graduate Programs

Official MA Programs*

| MA in Democracy and Government | 60 | 1 |
| MA in Business Law | 60 | 1 |
| MA in European Union Law | 60 | 1 |
| MA in International Relations and African Studies | 60 | 1 |

*MA in Professional Legal Practice from 2010-2013 on International Programs.

Undergraduate Programs

- Law
- Political Science and Public Administration
- Dual Degree in Law and Political Science and Public Administration
- Dual Degree in Law and Business Administration

Graduate Programs

- MA in Local Government and Laws
- MA in Local Public Contracts
- MA in Intellectual Property
- MA in Governance and Human Rights
- MA in Chinese, European and International Law: the Faculty of Law is part of the consortium of universities charged with running the prestigious Chinese EU School of Law (CUESL), with its host office at the Chinese University of Political Science and Law (CUPSL) in Beijing.